
The “Fifth Element” Spiritual Input Spread
This spread takes the standard 4-card cross and turns it into something entirely different. Itcould be described as a “leap of faith” approach perfectly suited for intuitive reading.
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Saturn)Understanding Hidden Knowledge Wisdom     Derive the Quintessence card by  numerologically summing and reducing the values of the other four cards to produce a Major Arcanum card that offers further insight into the underlying reasons for the “truth of the matter” as reflected in the overt analysis. You may use court cards as 11 through 14 if you choose and subtract reversed card values to obtain the Fool as zero, and also to yield a reversed quint card.

Note the numerological convergences here: 1+4=5, and there are five expressions of 2+3=5; this is a glyph of the transcendent human condition.
Card #4(Malkuth) Presumption (Error)    Earth

Consider this the “bonsai” version of the Tree of Life spread. Use it for spiritual, ethical and philosophical questions. The “Fifth Element” of the title is that of Spirit – the “Quintessence” - here represented principally by the hidden Sephiroth Da'ath, suggesting that Spirit knows things the human consciousness in any of its forms does not. The spread is constructed on J.E. Cirlot's equal-armed Cross of Spirit, and its goal is to link the “mixed-element” realm of Earth directly to the quaternary domain of Spirit as embodied in the three “higher octave” planets – Uranus, Neptune and Pluto – and their “foot-soldier” Saturn, the “ring-pass-not” or “Watcher on the Threshold.” For this reason I've disregarded the spheres of the Sun through Jupiter in the design. However, I've kept the paths of the Moon, Venus and Saturn, the idea being that the Moon and Saturn are complementary expressions of “form,” the Moon as the creatively dynamic manifestation and Saturn as the more structurally coherent one. The concept of the two abutting paths is that the latter transforms into the former through the intercession of Spirit. The Empress (Path of Venus) was retained both to show the organic relationship between Understanding and Wisdom (ideally integrated through the agency of Knowledge) and because the Empress is, in the words of Phillip and Stephanie Carr-Gomm, the “numerological counterpart” of the World (2+1=3).


